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Introduction

Deep Learning (DL) has revolutionised many application
fields [3, 10, 22] but the training of DL models is expensive:
it can take half a month [10] to several months [7] to achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy in real-world AI challenges [22, 23]
on a single GPU. To reduce the time to reach a desired training accuracy (time-to-accuracy), systems often adopt data
parallelism [6]: multiple GPUs train the replicas of a model
on data partitions, and synchronise replicas for collective
progress in training.
Users expect time-to-accuracy to decrease with more GPUs.
This is challenging because it requires users to configure a
distributed DL system correctly. Training must utilise all
devices while the replicas converge to the desired accuracy.
In a given training scenario [2, 14], users typically decide
how to synchronise replicas by evaluating a wide range of
choices [2, 4, 11, 14, 16, 27], exhibiting trade-offs between
device utilisation and convergence: e.g. synchronous SGD (SSGD) [4] improves convergence but may incur network bottlenecks; while asynchronous model averaging [16] keeps device utilisation high but may hurt convergence. Furthermore
users must decide on the hyper-parameters of distributed
replicas. This is non-trivial because modern DL systems expose many hyper-parameters [17], including the learning
rate, batch size and momentum, and each of them affects
how replicas converge [9].
Existing distributed DL systems [1, 5, 21] provide little support to users when deciding on synchronisation strategies
and hyper-parameters: (i) they usually come with specific
implementations of S-SGD, such as parameter servers [12]
or all-reduce systems [24]. In training scenarios in which SSGD is not effective, e.g. when training with stragglers [16],
Byzantine nodes [2] or small batch sizes [14], users must
implement custom solutions to synchronise replicas, making
the process of deciding on synchronisation strategies cumbersome [13] and difficult to assess [27]; (ii) existing systems
only support static hyper-parameters derived from empirical
experience when training specific models [10]. When the
level of parallelism is changed or the model is modified, users
must manually adjust hyper-parameters in a trial-and-error
fashion [9], resulting in wasted time and resources [8, 18].
We argue that, to help users make effective decisions
when scaling training, a distributed DL system must be designed with adaptiveness in mind. Similar to self-driving

1 import training as tr
2 import monitoring as mon
3 import communication as comm
4 import control as ctrl
5 test
6 def adapt_batch_size ( ctrl , noise ) :
7
n_peers = tr.exp_decay(noise, 0.01) / GPU_BATCH_SIZE
8
ctrl.barrier()
9
ctrl.rescale(n_peers)
10
ctrl.barrier()
10
11 def build_driver_program ( sample , loss ) :
12
grads = tr . resnet ( sample , loss ) . auto_diff ()

avg_grads = comm . all_reduce ( grads )
optimiser = tr . optimiser ( avg_grads )
noise = mon.noise(grads, avg_grads)
avg_noise = comm.all_reduce(noise)
c = ctrl.control(optimiser, avg_noise)
c.hook(adapt_batch_size, avg_noise)
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Listing 1. A dynamic hyper-parameter policy

databases [19], which automate the setting of critical performance parameters, such a system should help users (i) configure flexibly how replicas synchronise with another; and
(ii) declare dynamic hyper-parameters that automatically
adapt according to monitored metrics, which reflect the condition of replicas and the utilisation of devices.
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Adaptive Training with KungFu

We have developed KungFu, a system that supports adaptive
training of DL models. We describe the design and benefits
of KungFu through a use case: a user wants to train a DL
model while adapting the number of parallel devices based
on the gradient noise scale (GNS) [18]. GNS is a statistical
measure for the signal-to-noise ratio of gradients. Intuitively,
when the ratio is small, using large batches of training data
is counter-productive; when the ratio is large, the model is
more resilient to large-batch training.
Adaptation primitives. We want to define a high-level
abstraction for specifying the adaptation logic of dynamic
hyper-parameters. KungFu expresses the adaptation logic
as primitives declared as part of a driver program, thus requiring only low effort for implementing monitoring and
control. Such an abstraction also supports computation over
monitored metrics and the synchronisation of changes to
hyper-parameters in a distributed environment.
Listing 1 shows how KungFu expresses adaptation: (i) a
driver program includes monitoring operators that attach
to the training operators (e.g. in line 15, the gradient and
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Figure 1. KungFu system overview.

KungFu implementation. We have implemented the above
design as part of a distributed training library for TensorFlow [1] called KungFu. The computation of GNS and the
associated batch size controller are implemented as TensorFlow operators. To modify batch sizes dynamically, KungFu
fixes the batch size per dataflow, guaranteeing high GPU
utilisation, and implements a decentralised runtime that allows TensorFlow nodes to join and leave with low overhead.
The KungFu runtime also features an efficient collective
communication layer so that the distributed measurement
of metrics does not lead to bottlenecks.

average-gradient operators attach to a monitoring operator
for computing the GNS); (ii) collective communication operators compute global metrics (in line 16, an all-reduce operator
computes the average noise scale); and (iii) control operators
continuously evaluate monitored metrics and synchronise
modification to hyper-parameters (lines 17–19 register an
adaptation function called at each iteration of the training).
During control, we transform the noise scale to the number
of peers that best utilise the GPUs (line 7). Lines 8–10 create
a barrier to re-scale the cluster.

Experimental results. We implement the sample policy in
Listing 1 using KungFu. We evaluate the effectiveness of
this policy when training the ResNet-32 model [10] with the
CIFAR-10 dataset [15], as implemented by the TensorFlow
benchmarks [26]. The experiment runs on a 20-CPU-core
server with 4 NVIDIA Titan X GPUs. We compare our dynamic policy with two static policies that use small and large
batch sizes, 256 and 4096, respectively. We fix the learning
rate to 0.1 and compare the time to reach the shared maximum test accuracy (in our setting, 72%).
Figure 2 shows the time-to-accuracy results. The smallbatch policy benefits from a high statistical efficiency and
thus converges 50% faster than the large-batch policy, even
though its GPU utilisation is lower; the adaptive policy starts
with a small batch size of 128 and gradually reaches 4096 after
4 epochs, achieving the benefits of both small and large-batch
training. Hence, it exhibits the best time-to-accuracy, which
is 32% faster than the static small-batch policy, demonstrating
the low performance overhead of the KungFu approach.
We also evaluate the robustness of convergence for these
three policies, and let them train for 9 extra epochs after
reaching the target accuracy. The adaptive policy converges
to a more stable accuracy compared to the others. This implies that the use of online monitoring metrics helps select
hyper-parameters that can best fit in the loss space, thus
improving the quality of minima.

Embedding monitoring and control. We want to design
a DL system that can efficiently realise the above abstraction.
Today training metrics are often collected by external monitoring systems such as TensorBoard [25] or Prometheus [20].
Since such systems collect logs offline, the metrics become
only available after training, and users must derive static
hyper-parameter policies from them.
To enable efficient online monitoring and control, our
key idea is to embed the execution of monitoring and control primitives within the training infrastructure. Figure 1
shows this idea: each worker has a DL library that performs
training using dataflows. It creates a training dataflow augmented with monitoring, communication and control operators, as defined in Listing 1. These operators are executed
asynchronously and reuse the result produced by the training operators (i.e. grads and avg_grads), without having to
interrupt the training and copy the data. In addition, the communication operators use a networking layer that piggybacks
monitoring data with synchronised gradients. This not only
improves networking performance, but also reuses existing
scale-out mechanisms [13] in both training and monitoring.
Finally, the replicated control operators can be treated as an
execution barriers. This provides clear semantics to users
regarding when and where the changes to hyper-parameters
take place in a distributed setting.
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